INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this article is to study some questions related to the large time behavior of the solutions of the Cahn-Hilliard équation. This équation is a model for pattern formation in phase transition and describes the socalled spinodal décomposition in binary alloys [1, 2, 6, 12] . The équation, which contains a fourth order dissipative term and a second order antidissipative term, reads -+ A 2 w + aAw-&A(w 3 ) = 0, a,b>0.
(0.1) ot Problem (0.1) has been studied by several authors [12, 10, 11, 3] . In particular, in space dimension n = = = 3, (0.1) possesses a global attractor [11] . Also, in the case where the spatial domain is a cube of St n y n = 1, 2, the existence of inertial manifolds has been derived [3, 11] ; we recall that an inertial manifold [5] is a finite dimensional Lipschitz invariant manifold which attracts exponentially all the orbits as time goes to infinity. We will 464 M MARION consider hère Problem (0.1) posed on arbitrary bounded subsets of M n , n s* 3, and our aim is to show the existence of approximate inertial manifolds.
The concept of approximate inertial manifolds [4] constitutes a substitute to that of inertial manifold when either an inertial manifold does not exist or its existence is not know. These manifolds are finite dimensional smooth manifolds such that all the orbits enter after a transient time a very thin neighbourhood of the manifold. The existence of approximate inertial manifolds has been proved for the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes équations [4, 13] and also for reaction-diffusion équations in high space dimension [8] (for the latest équations non existence results of inertial manifolds are known when n = 4 [7] ). Let us also mention that the concept of approximate inertial manifolds leads to new numerical schemes, well adapted to the long term intégration of évolution équations [9] .
We will construct several manifolds providing better and better order approximations to the orbits. We investigate a slightly more gênerai équation than (0,1) which can be rewritten in the abstract form where A = -A associated to the appropriate boundary condition (Neumann or periodic) and ƒ is a polynomial of odd degree with positive leading coefficient. The équation and its functional setting are described in Section 1. We consider, in Section 2» the orthonormal basis of L 2 sufficiently large). The manifolds Ji t are defined one after another thanks to improved approximations of (0.2). We believe that the method we present here leads to the construction of a whole family Jt x providing better and better order approximations of the orbits (of the order of (^Am +1 )' + 2 ) anc * w e intend in a separate paper to give the construction of the whole family. Here, ƒ is a polynomial of degree (2p -1 ) with positive leading coefficient ? a ? d>-0, see [1, 2] ).
This équation is supplemented with the initial condition 4) and with boundary conditions which can be of either Neumann or periodic type
and w is Û-periodic .
Note that (1.5) l is also equivalent to
For the mathematical setting of the problem, we introducé H = L 2 (û) (equipped with its usual scalar product (• , .) and norm j.|). Let A dénote the linear unbounded positive self-adjoint operator on H given by
, the considered boundary condition holds } .
Then, (1.1) (1.4) (1.5) is equivalent to the abstract évolution équation
As shown in [10] , for w 0 given in H> the initial value problem (1.6) (1.7) possesses a unique solution u defined for all i s* 0, such that where a^ 0 is fixed. It can be shown that the semi-group S(t) possesses absorbing sets in H a and H a n iï^fl) and a global attractor si r a in H a . The regularity and the dimension of the attractor are also studied in [11] to which the reader is referred. We will only recall hère a time uniform estimate which will be used later. Let u 0 be given in a bail B(0,R) of H a of center 0 and of radius R. Then there exists a time t 0 depending only on (H, ƒ ), on a and on R such that IMI^(n)^Ko, Vr^; 0 , (1.9)
where K 0 dénotes a constant depending only on (H, ƒ ) and a. Alternatively, (1.9) expresses that the bail of center 0 and of radius K 0 is an absorbing set in H a n H 2 {Ci) for the semi-group S(t).
We conclude this section by stating some time uniform estimâtes on the time derivatives of u. We set We associate to any orbit M of (1 6) (1 7) in H îts projections
Hère /? represents a superposition of « large structures » of size larger than \~ m and q represents « small structures » of size smaller than X~ Ŵ e now project (1 6) on PH and QH Since F, Q commute with A and A 2 , we obtain a coupled System for p, q
Hereafter, we dénote by K any constant which dépends only on (fl, ƒ ) and a Our goal in this section is to prove that q remains small for large t We will give two results the first one concerns q îtself, and the second one deals with lts time denvatives
We first dérive the PROPOSITION 2 1 Assume that (1 2) (1 3) hold and let ube a solution of ( 1 6 where F : M ] -^ M is a polynomial. By projection of (2.9) on QH, we obtain
We take the scalar product of this équation with A 2 q <J^ in H : 
THE APPROXIMATE MANIFOLDS Jt x AND M 2

The approximate manifold M x
As mentioned in the Introduction, the different approximate inertial manifolds are constructed by introducing simplified forms of équation (2.3). The first manifold Ji x corresponds to the simplest approximation. Thanks to Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, we know that q and q' = dq/dt are small for large time. Therefore, we can expect that AQf (p) is a good approximation of AQfip + q), while q' can be neglected. This leads us to replace (2.3) by the following approximate équation
A rigorous proof of this heuristical argument will be given below. For p given in PH, the resolution of (3.1) is easy and we dénote by q x its solution (3.
2) , a) , ît is m particular independent of u 0 m // a and m Therefore, the orbits enter a neighbourhood of Jt\ that can be made arbitrarily thm by choosmg m sufficiently large (î e ^%/^m +1 sufficiently small) Note also that the transient time t* is independent of m Remark 3 3 In view of Proposition 2 1 and Theorem 3 1, the distance of the orbits to M\ is of better order than their distance to the Imear space q = 0 This suggests that Ji x gives a better approximation to the orbits than PH This remarks leads to the introduction of new numencal schemes [9] Proof of Theorem 3 1 Let u = p + q be an orbit of (1 6) (1 7) . Looking at its proof, we see that this bound on the thickness of the neighbourhood is related to the approximation of the nonlinear term in (2.3) (see (3.9) where the contribution of the nonlinear term is of the order of K/A while the contribution of the time derivative is of the order of K/A 2 ). By improving 
Proof of Theorem 3.4 :
The proof follows the same steps as that of Theorem 3.1 and is only sketched.
Let u(t)=p(t) + q(t) be an orbit of (1.6) (1.7) lying in H a . We define q 1 (t) by (3.2) and q 2 (t) by (3.12) and we aim to estimate \\ 2 \ where X2(0 = «2(0-9(0-We have This shows Theorem 3.4.
THE APPROXIMATE MAJVIFOLDS J# 3 AND Ji 4
The aim of this Section is to construct two manifolds M^ and Mi which provide better order approximations to the orbits than Mi and M 2 . This will in particular be obtained by introducing convenient approximations of the first order time derivatives which were previously neglected in the construction of Mi and M 2 -
The approximate manifold ,// 3
The simplified form of équation (2. 
Hence
We now majorize the different terms in the right-hand side of (4.9). By (2.8), we have \q"\ ^4> for large*. 
The approximate manifold Jt A
This new manifold will give better order approximation to the orbits thanks to improved approximations of the nonlinear term and of q' in (2.3) (while q" is still neglected). Making use of q 3 = ^(p), QAfip + q) is now approximated by QAf(p -f-q 3 ) . We also define a new approximate value of p\ namely p 2 , by The simplified form of (2 3) is given by
To p given in PH, we associate ^ by (3 2), ^2 by (3 12), <?{, «3 by (4 3) (4 5) We then defme p{ and q^ by (4 22) (4 23 Proof o f Theorem 4 3 The proof follows the same steps as that of Theorem 4 1 and we only give hère the main estimâtes Let u(t) -P(t) + q(t) be an orbit of (1 6) (1 7) lying m H a We defme qi(t)by (3 2) , q 2 (t) by (3 12) , q{(t), q 3 (t) by (4 3) (4 5), jJ(O> #(') by (4 22) (4 23) , q^it) is given by the resolution of (4 24) and we aim to estimate ?(O We have
\q'-qi\+K\A{q 3 -q)\ (4 26) (thanks to (4 21)) Then, by substracting (4 1) from (4 23), we obtain 
which, using also (3.14), implies for large 
THE APPROXIMATE MANIFOLDS Jt s AND Jf 6
The goal of this section is to dérive the existence of two more manifolds Ji 5 and M § which give better order approximations to the orbits than M^ and Jt± These manifolds will be constructed by considering in particular approximations of the second order time derivative of q (which up to now was neglected). Then, in (5.1), q m is neglected and the approximate value of q", namely q'{, is given by the resolution of
Finally, the new approximation of q', namely #3, is defined by The simplified form of (2.3) is here
The manifold M § is defined as follows. To p e P/f, we associate <?j, l=eï^5, p/, i = 2,3, q[, l^i^3, g{', defined in the previous Sections. Then (5. We prove (1.10) using an induction argument. More precisely, we will dérive by induction on ƒ e Jf the existence of t } depending on ƒ, (H, ƒ, a) and R such that 2) o is also proved in [11] to which the reader is referred.
ii) The induction argument. We now assume that (A.l) y , (A.2) ; hold for some je/ and we prove that the same is true for (j + 1 ).
The function u^ + l^ satisfies an équation of the form Then, using the induction assumption (A.2) y , we can apply the uniform Gronwall Lemma (see [14] for instance) to (A.4) and this gives successively 
